
TubeHead Symmetry Trim Adjustment Procedure

     The Symmetry Trim affects a balance of the signal through the tube stages.  Start with the Blend set fully post 
for a 100% tube signal path.  The input signal and/or Drive control setting should be advanced until the sound 
just begins to overdrive and then adjusting the trim will remove the overdrive, or increase it.  Adjust the trim to 
the point the overdrive clears, but no further.  Repeat this process until the trim no longer removes overdrive - 
advance input drive to onset of distortion, adjust sym. trim to remove.  A 'scope would show a sine or triangle 
wave input clipping on the top or bottom and finally in even amounts.

     To visualize what's happening, imagine the Symmetry Trim as being a control for the up/down positioning of 
a window opening and the Drive control being the control for the amplitude of the wave you're putting through 
the window.  If there is too much input signal or Drive, then no Symmetry setting will be effective.  If there is 
not enough input signal level, then no amount of Drive will cause the wave amplitude to exceed the window.   
An optimum Symmetry trim setting will allow a maximum amount of Drive signal through the tube and when it 
does overdrive, the clipping is in even amounts for equal amplitude top and bottom peaks.

     Below is a link to a video showing the input wave (lower) and the same wave at the output of TubeHead.  
First, its gain is varied using the Drive control with the Blend set fully Pre-tube.  Note the Output control has a 
similar gain varying effect, but it is just left at a lower setting for about x1 or  unity gain  (min is about x 0.5 and 
max is about x20).

     Next, Blend is set fully Post-tube and again gain is varied with adjustment of the Drive control.  Eventually, 
the tube can no longer track the input signal as it runs out of headroom, it goes into a non-linear region, and then 
begins to clip – it can't increase in amplitude any further.  Note Tube Clipping will always occur way before op-
amp clipping which is what the panel Clip LEDs indicate – if these are lighting turn the Drive counter-clockwise 
for less gain on the input signal.  

     Finally Symmetry Trim adjustment is made to take the tube out of overdrive.  Drive is advanced again, to the 
onset of disortion and again, trimmed out.  As the process is repeated, the clipping becomes apparent on both the 
upper and lower signal peaks and symmetry is attained.  When Drive is set just below the noticeably “fuzzy” 
overdrive sound, the peaks will be treated the most non-linear, tube-character sound.  TubeHead's Output control 
can be set so any peaks do not overdrive the following device, be it an audio amplifier and speaker system or a 
mixing console, etc.

     http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svEpFg-yjMY
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